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BUSINESS INSIDE: For communities of color, trust in big banks does not come easily. A19

As Los Angeles reopens
after enduring more than a
year of COVID-19 restric-
tions, those seemingly unbe-
lievable ribbons of green on
your phone’s freeway traffic
app are rapidly returning to
red.

Traffic and transit pat-
terns were altered by the
pandemic, and both trans-
portation officials and driv-

ers are anxiously waiting to
see whether they offer clues
to the future of commuting
or simply represent tempo-
rary changes in L.A.’s inevi-
table slog toward gridlock.

Though congestion is
rapidly approaching pre-
pandemic levels, traffic
flows have changed, accord-
ing to data reviewed by The
Times.

The findings are fairly
consistent among L.A.’s ma-
jor arteries. The afternoon
commute has bounced back
faster than the morning
trek, which remains a bit
more free-flowing in many
areas.

Both morning and eve-
ning rush hours are shorter
than they used to be, with 

What will be

new norm in

L.A. traffic? 
Transit officials and
motorists wait to see 
if patterns altered by
COVID offer clues to
future of commuting. 

By Hayley Smith
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[See Traffic, A14]

SHAH WALI KOT, Afghanistan — The UH-60
Black Hawk plummeted like a roller coaster from
10,000 feet — safe from whatever the Taliban was
firing at it — all the way down to 50 feet, its nose al-
most licking the sun-scorched terrain of Shah Wali
Kot.

Blitzing at 115 mph, the helicopter swooped just
beyond the battle barriers of an Afghan army base,
its two onboard gunners arcing their M240 mach-
ine guns as they scanned for any Taliban fighters
nearby.

When the Black Hawk landed, five soldiers —
two wounded, all terrified — were dragging a sleep-
ing bag with their belongings down the hill through
the desert underbrush. They were almost at the
helicopter when the gunners let loose a burst of
bullets toward a dull-brown knoll. The soldiers
threw themselves onboard, one of them frantically
pointing at an unseen enemy to the left and beg-

ging the crew to take off quickly.
The door closed. The pilot punched the throt-

tle. The Black Hawk lunged forward, then knifed
up into the afternoon sky to the drumroll of anoth-
er M240 salvo.

Before takeoff hours earlier, Capt. Rezaye
Jamshid had explained — a wan smile through his
thick beard — that he would descend fast “because
of the situation.”

“But don’t worry,” he said, soothingly.
Bravado? Not really. More a curt acknowledg-

ment of what had become the lethal, daily reality
confronting Jamshid and the rest of the Afghan pi-
lots. The Taliban forces were resurgent. The
Americans, along with NATO troops and their
hardware — the F-18s, Reaper drones, C-130s and
hundreds of other aircraft — were leaving. The
Afghan air force, which the U.S. and its partners
have nurtured to the 

AN AFGHAN soldier surveys the terrain from a UH-60 Black Hawk during a resupply flight to troops in
Shah Wali Kot. Taliban advances in the area mean all logistical support to outposts must be done by air.

Marcus Yam Los Angeles Times

Afghanistan’s air force
in a downward spiral

The viability of the rare U.S.-backed success
story is in question as the Americans pull out

[See Afghanistan, A4]

By Nabih Bulos

The first piece
of trash Josey
Peters found
on the beach
was a flat-
tened paper
cup. He bent
down, as he
would hun-
dreds of times
in the following two hours,
and tossed the cup into a
big, black garbage bag slung
over his shoulder.

Just south of the Santa
Monica Pier, where the
Ferris wheel was spinning
and the roller coaster
carried passengers into a
hazy sky, he came upon
dozens of white, BB-sized
Styrofoam beads scattered
on wet sand.

“Dude, this is a tragedy,”
said Peters, a onetime rock
’n’ roll guitarist, frizzy hair
exploding from under his
hat. “These cheap boogie
boards break apart with one
day’s use.”

Summer arrived early in
Los Angeles, with tempera-
tures topping 100 degrees in
some areas on Tuesday. So 

He saves
the beach,
one piece
of garbage
at a time

[See Lopez, A16]

STEVE LOPEZ

When COVID-19 vaccines
became available in Califor-
nia, police officers, firefight-
ers and other first respond-
ers got priority access, and
potentially more.

There were Airbnb gift
cards, bicycles and cameras.
Cash prizes in raffles ranged
from $20 to $1,000. Some
prison healthcare workers
were made eligible for cash

prizes just for sitting
through a 30-minute “Vacci-
nation Education” training
session.

But despite the priority
access and array of incen-
tives, vaccination rates for
police, fire and corrections
agencies across Los Angeles
and California have lagged
well behind the state’s aver-
age for adult residents, ac-
cording to a survey of agen-
cies conducted by The
Times.

While about 72% of adult
Californians and 64% of L.A. 

Low vaccine rates for
first responders raise
a troubling question
By Kevin Rector, 

Richard Winton, 

Dakota Smith 

and Ben Welsh

[See Unvaccinated, A18]

H
e wanted to hand-deliver the
card because Mother’s Day
was approaching and Mom
was heading out of town.

So Colt Brennan joined
his parents at the family home in the hills
above Irvine, four months into the five-
month substance-abuse treatment
program that was giving back to the
Brennans their only son.

His mood practically danced, remem-

bered Betsy, who noticed, too, the shine
that had returned to Brennan’s green
eyes.

“He didn’t want to leave,” she said.
“He stayed and stayed until Terry had to
drive him back.”

Terry, his father, and Betsy would be
heading to Mexico in the morning for a
wedding. They’d be back on Sunday —
Mother’s Day — but Betsy already was
holding her gift.

“I hope you have an awesome Moth-
er’s Day weekend,” Brennan had written
in the card. 

A Warrior fallen: The life
and death of Colt Brennan
Substance abuse haunted Hawaii football legend

By Jeff Miller

QUARTERBACK Colt Brennan, a former Mater Dei High star and a sixth-
round NFL draft pick in 2008, was third in Heisman voting while at Hawaii.

Win McNamee Getty Images

COLUMN ONE

[See Brennan, A10]

Iran hard-liner
wins presidency
Ebrahim Raisi, chief
justice linked to mass
executions, elected in
low turnout. WORLD, A3

Bidens’ dog
Champ dies
The older of their two
German shepherds was
a “constant, cherished
companion” for 13
years. NATION, A8

6 agencies name
problem officers
Most of L.A. County
law enforcement hasn’t
given misconduct files
to D.A. CALIFORNIA, B1

Weather
Partly sunny.
L.A. Basin: 84/64. B10

LEIMERT PARK FESTIVITY

Luis Sinco Los Angeles Times

Crowds celebrate Juneteenth on Degnan Boule-
vard in the heart of Black L.A. CALIFORNIA, B1
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‘F9’ LOOKS TO ITS ROOTS

AS SUNG KANG BRINGS

JUSTICE FOR HAN. E6
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N THE $6 BILLION-GROSSING “FAST & FURIOUS” FRANCHISE, now 10 films strong, all roads lead
back to one potent concept-slash-marketing hook: family. But 15 years ago, as franchise lore goes, the fateful highway
that carried Justin Lin and Sung Kang to their destiny after making the third film led to ... an Arby’s off the I-5. ¶ It was
there, during a 2006 roast beef sandwich stopover en route to San Francisco, that director Lin, who’d been plotting his
return to indie film, saw the “Fast” future. ¶ Having first cast Kang in his 2001 Sundance drama “Better Luck Tomor-
row,” Lin had just directed him again as the cool-as-a-cucumber gearhead mentor Han in “The Fast and the Furious:
Tokyo Drift.” Han met a fiery demise in a high-speed crash at the end of that movie — yet to Lin’s amazement, young
fans recognized the actor and swarmed him in excitement. ¶ Too bad he was dead in the films. But, well — did he have
to be? ¶ Fast forward six films and countless broken rules and Lin is back behind the wheel for “F9,” a sequel that, after
a yearlong delay due to the pandemic, sees the Universal action franchise again reaching back to its roots with one of its
key architects. ¶ The story picks up after the events of 2017’s “The Fate of the Furious” in which the family of street-
racers-turned-international-superspies, led by Vin Diesel’s Dominic Toretto, tangled with a baby-napping cyberterror-
ist named Cipher (Charlize Theron), fought a giant submarine on an icy tundra in their armada of shiny sports cars
and topped $1.2 billion at the box office. Now Lin takes “F9” where no Toretto has gone before: into actual, literal space
to save the world from a powerful weapon-hacking device, and into the past, to explain the sudden appearance of a
long-lost brother (John Cena) named Jakob that no one knew Dom and Mia had. ¶ Rules? Where the “Fast & Furious”
movies have gone and are going — to at least two more saga-ending sequels to be directed by Lin — defies physics,
rewrites and death, and has increasingly little use for traditional boundaries. ¶ At its best, Hollywood’s most malleable
blockbuster property has proved the value of outsized imagination, the ability to swerve, and an understanding of
what makes #family more than just a buzzword. At its blandest, it’s also shown that NOS, or Nitrous Oxide Systems,
operatics and sleeveless melodrama can carry the audience only so far. ¶ “Good filmmaking is having the ability to
pivot because that’s the true nature of making movies,” says Diesel. The face of the franchise, who set its brawny tem-

plate in 2001’s “The Fast and the
Furious” opposite Paul Walker,
has been a producer since the
fourth film (and, not coinciden-
tally, is a longtime “Dungeons &
Dragons” devotee).

Twenty years after introduc-
ing Dom Toretto to audiences,
Diesel has taken the character
through many stoic iterations of
what familiaand modern
machismo mean. Exploding
through genres and onto the
global stage, what began as a
humble $38 million B-picture
about an undercover cop getting
deep into street racing now sees
budgets topping $200 million
apiece, with less and less runway
left to keep raising the stakes.

“As filmmakers, we often
have the urge to want to be
clever in how we use MacGuffins
and how we use our plots, and
how we pull from gray areas in
the past about mythology,”
Diesel admits. “And for me, it’s
always served me well when I
acknowledge those factors and
then allow my heart to guide.”
Having deployed soap-opera
tricks from amnesia to double-
crosses to secret babies and
defeating all manner of colorful
enemies along the way, where
might the “Fast” family go next? 

Back to the spirit of 10-sec-
ond cars and tuna sandwiches,
and headlong into the biblical
terrain of tortured brotherhood
— all while keeping an eye on the
horizon. But after years of devel-
opment, production and release
delays, and with the world still
recovering from the COVID-19
pandemic, the groundwork laid
out by “F9” and its box-office
performance in a new era of
exhibition marks an unprece-
dented test of the franchise’s
powers of adaptability. 

“F9,” scripted by Lin and
“Kin” screenwriter Daniel Casey
(from a story by Lin, Casey and
Alfredo Botello), finds Dom
initially leaning into fatherhood.
He’s hiding out on a farm with
his ride or die, Letty (Michelle

Rodriguez), and settling for a
quiet life in order to keep his
young son Brian safe. 

That is until he’s pulled back
into the spy grind. He joins
Letty, Mia (Jordana Brewster)
and pals Roman (Tyrese Gib-
son), Tej (Chris “Ludacris”
Bridges) and Ramsey (Nathalie
Emmanuel) to face off against
his recently reemerged heel of a
little brother, who possesses the
Toretto family knack for preci-
sion driving, hand-to-hand
combat and brooding stares —
not to mention a killer case of
sibling jealousy. 

There was a time, Lin swears,
that he thought he was out of
the “Fast” game too. In 2013,
having spent over half his career

making the franchise, he de-
parted after helping build the
third, fourth, fifth and sixth
installments into one of the
highest-grossing original film
franchises in Hollywood (one
not based on pre-existing IP).
Among other projects, he di-
rected 2016’s “Star Trek Beyond”
and executive-produced Cine-
max’s “Warrior,” based on the
writings of Bruce Lee. 

What he hadn’t done in his
break from the “Fast” movies
was watch the last two sequels,
both written by franchise veter-
an Chris Morgan: “Furious 7,”
directed by James Wan, whose
installment was heavily affected
by the tragic death of cast mem-
ber Walker, and “Fate,” directed

by F. Gary Gray. 
He had heard, however,

about the storyline given to
“Furious 7” antagonist
Deckard Shaw, played by
Jason Statham. Lin had
gotten Statham to appear in
a “Fast 6” credits cameo that
rewrote the end of “Tokyo
Drift,” revealing it was Shaw
who’d killed Han all along
and bringing the timeline up
to speed. The choice to ease
Statham’s villain character
into a redemptive arc two
films later “didn’t compute to
me,” says Lin. “I thought,
why would they do that?”

His thoughts echoed the
vocal fan campaign known as
“Justice For Han,” which

Myung J. Chun Los Angeles Times

TAKING

BACK THE

WHEEL
HOW ‘F9’ DIRECTOR JUSTIN LIN AND COMPANY

BROUGHT THE ‘FAST & FURIOUS’ FAMILY TOGETHER

AGAIN TO TAKE THE FRANCHISE FORWARD

I
BY JEN YAMATO
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